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Quality of Life: Assessment, Analysis, and InterpretationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	'Winner of first prize in the Basis of Medicine Category of the BMA Medical Book Competition 2001'


	The One Essential Comprehensive Volume on Quality of Life Research. Quality of life studies are now an essential part of the evaluation of any treatment. Written by two authors who are well respected within this...
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Fast Track to Sun Certified Java Programmer (SCJP) 5.0 Upgrade ExamLulu.com, 2006
If you'd like to learn the new features in Java SE 5.0 and pass the Sun Certified Java Programmer Upgrade Exam (CX-310-056), then this book is for you. It covers all the Java SE 5.0 new features required in the exam. You don't need to read about the existing features that you already know. 117 review questions and mock exam questions are included....
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Foundations of Algebraic Specification and Formal Software Development (Monographs in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2012

	This book provides foundations for software specification and formal software development from the perspective of work on algebraic specification, concentrating on developing basic concepts and studying their fundamental properties. These foundations are built on a solid mathematical basis, using elements of universal algebra, category theory...
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Flash ActionScript: Your Visual Blueprint for Creating Flash-enhanced Web SitesVisual, 2002
Your visual blueprint for creating Flash-enhanced Web sites
     Plus sample graphics, a searchable e-version of the book, and more     

Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you’ll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 130...
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Software Modeling and Design: UML, Use Cases, Patterns, and Software ArchitecturesCambridge University Press, 2011

	This book describes a use case–driven UML-based method for the modeling and
	design of software architectures, including object-oriented software architectures,
	client/server software architectures, service-oriented architectures, componentbased
	software architectures, concurrent and real-time software architectures, and
	software...
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Beginning iOS Game Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011


	IOS DEVICES PROVIDE DEVELOPERS with a unique and exciting platform for making games. The

	iPhone gives gamers a tiny computer in their pocket that they have with them all the time. The iPad

	provides a similar gameplay experience but with a larger screen, more processing power, and more

	memory. The devices allow for unique control...
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Diseases of the Neck, Shoulders, Back, and LimbsBlue Poppy, 1998

	This book is the fourth volume in a seven-volume series titled The Treatment of Disease in TCM authored by Philippe Sionneay and Lu Gang. In this volume, the authors discuss the TCM disease cuases and mechanisms, pattern discrimination, treatment principles, medicinal formulas and acupuncture treatments for a wide variety of pain complains of...
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Basic Modern Algebra with ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	The book is primarily intended as a textbook on modern algebra for undergraduate mathematics students. It is also useful for those who are interested in supplementary reading at a higher level. The text is designed in such a way that it encourages independent thinking and motivates students towards further study. The book covers all major...
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Derived Langlands: Monomial Resolutions of Admissible Representations (Series on Number Theory and Its Applications)World Scientific Publishing, 2019

	The Langlands Programme is one of the most important areas in modern pure mathematics. The importance of this volume lies in its potential to recast many aspects of the programme in an entirely new context. For example, the morphisms in the monomial category of a locally p–adic Lie group have a distributional description, due...
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Pro C# 2005 and the .NET 2.0 Platform, Third EditionApress, 2005
Iremember a time years ago when I proposed a book to Apress regarding a forthcoming software SDK code-named Next Generation Windows Services (NGWS). As you may be aware, NGWS eventually became what we now know as the .NET platform. My research of the C# programming language and the .NET platform took place in parallel with the authoring of the...
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Learning VBScript (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1997

	
		With the advent of client-side scripting, it is possible to create programs that run on a user's browser in response to particular user actions, like passing the mouse over a hyperlink or clicking a standard HTML command button. By taking advantage of client-side scripts, web pages can be made more interactive, and programs that...
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CRM Unplugged: Releasing CRM's Strategic ValueJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for CRM Unplugged
    "The authors supply countless examples of companies that have successfully implemented CRM, and show us the way to do the same."
    –Philip Kotler
    author of Marketing Insights from A to Z    

    "CRM is no silver bullet, but it is a golden opportunity for companies that...
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